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Provost oversees academic affairs
Nick Reside
News Editor

•This is the first in a three-part series profiling top University
offlcials.
Of the many University officials throughout campus, few arc
as crucial as the position of Provost. Bonnie Higginson has held
the positiun since being sworn in by the Board of Regents in july.
The Provost position is one of four vice president positions,
:tlong with those for student affairs, finance and administrative
services and institutional advancement. All four vice presidents
report to University President Randr Dunn.
"111c. faculty handbook lists the duties of Provost as: a responsibility for academic leadership, planning and program evaluation, development of the academic budget, coordination of academic programs, research and service of the six academic col·
leges and more.
Higgin:;on describes the position of Provost as an oversight of
the day-to·day operations of the University, specifically the academic enterprise.
"l think back to when I was a student, I never thought about
those kind of things," she said. "I low do they decide on which
courses should be required for a major? How do they determine
who should teach those courses? How do they examine whether
that curriculum is working for the students, if the students arc
really gaining the knowledge they need in that field to be successful? That's all the academic cnterpri::.e that this office and all
of the other academic offices on campus are responsible for."
She said she works closely with other University officials,
including directors. deans, other vice presidents and Dunn.
"I don't think either (Dunn or mysclO hesitates to pick up the
phone •md call if we have a question nr have a concern," she said.
Despite the description of the position, Higginson acknowl·
edges the job is far from routine. Regardless, it contains some
consistcncic..'i, she said.
She arrives every day at 7:30 a.m., taking the first one to two
hours of the day to check e-mail and respond to phone calls, she
said.
" I thought I received a lot of e-mail when I was associate
provost, and I did, but it seems to have just about doubled in this
position," Higginson said.
Folluwing this morning routine, she said she usually meets
with faculty and staff across campus.
''A typical day would include three to four meetings, often
some sort of luncheon meeting to talk about a particular issue,"
she said. "This hasn't happened much this semester, but as thl~
semester goes on, there will be more evening events to attend,
either dinners or speakers, open houses, campus visitors, that
kind of thing."
As the day draws to a close, Higginson tries to prepare for the
nc..xt.
"If I c.tn, anJ it doesn't always happen, 1 try to tie up loose
enos so I l'an come in the next morning and have some level of
expl'ctation as to how the next day is going to start, so that I
don't have memos to write or phone calls to return," she said. "I
try to kinJ of close it out for that day, knowing that it's never
completely finished."
Hijminson said she is still getting acclimated to the position.
"Almost everyday, there's some kind of :;urprise," she said.
"Even though I've been at Murray State for over 30 years, and
I've been at the Provost's office for three years, [have a good bit
of institutional knowledge but just in these last few months l've
had the opportunity to learn about areas I've only heard about
bt:fore."

Jordie Oetken/Tht> News

Provost Bonnie Higginson works diligently in her office in Wells Hall. The Provost assumes numerous responsibilities, affecting various academic areas.
A self-described Murray native, Higginson earned her hachl·lor's and master's degrees frum Murray Statc before attending
the University of Georgia, whcrt• she completed her doctorat~·.
She was faculty head of White College from 2000 tu 2007, an
c:ll.-pericnce that allowed her to get to know students outside of
the classroom.
"I'd been teaching for years and I love teaching, but as a college head you really develop a different kind of relationship and
you begin to understand why students come to Murray State,
what they need when they're here and the social aspects of being
in collegl\" she saiJ.
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Higginson said she regrets not being able to work with the student body more closely.
"The downside of the position is 1 don't get to interact with
students as much," she said. "So I get kind of excited when a student shows up at the door."
April Whitten, graduate student from Mayfield, Ky.. and assistant to Higginson, said she enjoys working for her.
kShe makes everything really easy to do," Whitten said...1
work really hard fur her though, bcCJiusc she's so kind to every·
one."
Contact Rcsidt.• at nicholas.residc@murraystatc.edu.
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WINTER ONE SEMINAR
Dec. 27, 2010 to Jan. 1-4, 2011
London, United Kingdom;
Paris, France; Geneva, Switzerland;
Heidelberg, Germany;
Amsterdam, The Nethertands.

'

dlflmnm and/or limllulllrs rli•t
~fllll'fh Our sOtiffie\."

Participants in lhe International Rusin~ Seminar~ Program will lnn-stigate ......_ _ _ _ _ _...,..__,
polic-y, strategy and \tructure in an international conttll. The Seminars
emphadze marketing and management f1nctions aid can be taktD for 3 Stmestrr units of upper-dhbloa
undtrgraduJtc or gradltllle business credit. Non·buslnt'SS majors IDlY also be able to take t~e count fill'
credit Ia some rirtumstances.
bu~ineu

WINTER TWO SEMINAR
Dec. 27, 2010 to Jan. 8, 2011
London, United Kingdom;
Brussels, Belgium;
Paris, France.

The overall purpose of the International Ba)iness Seminars Program is to aUow participants to be nposed
to international bu,in~s prutices outside ~e United Stales. Participants are also given an Insight Into tbe
cultural, ~ocial and political en~ironments of each country visited. This Is a unique opportunil) for lndi~iduals who are intmsted ia pursuing a career In International bu\int~s, or related fields, to acquire a first·
hand vim or international business pratlice1 whil~ esptricncing jbe excitement of tranling abroad.

CONTACT:
Prof Sam McNeely
4090 Business Budding
Murray State University
Murray. KY 42071-3314
Tel: (270) 809~205
Email: sam.mcneely@murraystate.edu
Home Office:
International Business Seminars
8980 E. Ralntree Dr.• Suite 200
Scottsdale, ftZ. 85260-7301
Tel: (480) 874-0100
Email: info@ibstours.com
Website: www.ibstours.com

WINTER MBA SEMINAR

lhr Seminar price includrs round trip international airfare aad reqairtd grouad lransportatlou outside
the l'niled Slatn; the Seminar program and amn&tmeuts: fint-das\ hotel rooms and conlinenlal brtakfa,ts; courn rdaled reading malerW.~: scbrdulcd cultural Klhitles and administrath·e rosts assodalrd
with the program.

Dec. 31, 2010 to Jan. 9, 2011

Paris, France;
London, United Kingdom

Activities will include visits to such international
organizations as:

Tbe Seminir price does not cover tuition or fees at your uaivmity; you owa ptnoaal sptndiag llonty; or
mu\t lunches and dinner~. The total cost of the Seminar tWill depend on your point of dcpartan and per·
sooal spending habib.

2011 Summer Seminars:
SUMMER ONE SEMINAR

NesUe

Lockheed Martin

GE Nuovo Pignone

DuPont de Nemours

BMW-Dingolflng

PricewaterhouseCoopers

Lloyd's of London

National Bank of Belgium

Microsoft

Heineken International

Eli lilly

Swarovski Crystal

Bank of England

Johnson & Johnson

Baccarat Crystal

Texas Instruments

May 20, 2011 to June 12,2010

Munich, Germany;

SUMMER TWO SEMINAR

Junt 10, 201110 July 3, 20t 1
R01111 and florence, Italy;
lnnsbruck, Austria; Munich, Germany;

lausanne, Swlturland: Parts, France;
London, United Kingdom.

lnnsbruck, Austria florence, Italy;
Nice, lyon, and Paris, france;
London, United Kingdom.
SUMMER MBA SEMINAR
June 10, 2011 to June 19, 2011
Rome and Florence. Italy.
SUMMER CHINA SEMINAR
August 6. 2011 to August 19,2011
Btij'tng, XIIII. and Shangha~ China.
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University pockets
not filled with gold
I believe
student
newspapers
should be for
students, so
this is my
first .letter to
The Nt•ws in
my 20 years
Ted Brown
at
Murray
Dean of College of State, but I
Humanities and feel
comFine Arts
pelled
to
address
some apparent mispcrccptions
in Ben Morrow's editorial
"Class options limited, funds
remain unused,'' printed in last
week's edition.
Morrow notes a number of
vacant lines in the History
Department. goes on to state
that "The issue is not a lack of
money in the dl•partment. The
issue is :t tight-fisted University," and closes with the proclamation that "the University
needs to bite the bullet and
reach back into its pockets.
pockets which arc deeper than
the University wants to admit
and seek out and pay qualified
professors what they are
worth."
I applaud Morrow for his concern about the perilous economic status of professors, but
must point out that things are
not as simple as they might
seem. First. the budget book is
prepared in spring and does not
reflect the realities of fall hiring.
Of the three government, law
and international affairs positions listed as vacant, two were
filled with late hires, and a
search is already underway for
the third; no vacancies arc projected in that department for
next year.
Searches, which normally
take a full academic year to
complete, are already underway
for two of the three History
vacancies, and the third opening arose only because of a late
resignation.
The amount of money available to this college from vacancies this year is much lower
than that stated by Morrow due
both to the late hires and an
apparent $44,000 math error on
his part.
Though faculty positions may
be vacant for a year (sometimes
two. if a search fails), there is no
scheme to maintain long-term
vacancies at the cost of academic programs.
It is also important to understand that due to the University's block budgeting model,
funds from temporarily vacant
lines provide a crucial :;ource of
operating revenue to the academic colleges. Operating funds
have not been increased in living memory.
To usc the History department as an example, a look at

Check it!
• The Newf Facebook opinion forum:
Share your thoughts about articles.
current events or campus happenings.

ByTheNumbe~isnow

exclusively online at
thenews.org

Are you keeping
up with current
politics?

the oldest budget book I can
find in our office, 1989-90,
reveals that travel for that
department was funded by the
University in 1989-90 at $3,435,
with materials and services at
$8,974. The figures for 2010-11,
despite an almost 50 percent
increase in the size of the
department (12 full-time faculty
to 17) $3,435 and $8,974.
Costs for these items have
increased exponentially in the
past 21 years. but funding has
not. and colleges have been able
to weather those increases only
by having the ability to redirect
vacant-line funds for other
pressing needs such as classroom technology, adjunct costs.
travel support for faculty and
students and basic operating
equipment such as copy
machines. musical instruments,
office supplies and the like.
Vacancy funds are not sitting in
a secret vault growing cobwebs;
rather, they arc the oil keeping
the academic machinery of this
fine University running.
There are always some faculty-line vacancies, but they are
not the same vacancies every
year, and the funds from those
temporary openings are what
allow the academic colleges to
keep functioning.
No one wishes more than I
that we could give faculty and
staff members a substantial
raise, because every day I see
lhose
remarkable
people
demonstrate their ongoing professionalism and genuine concern for the welfare of our students despite extremely challenging circumstances. Those
raises must wait, however, not
because Murray State's "pockets ... are deeper than the University wants to admit," but
because we are all living
through very trying economic
times.
This university does not have
a hidden pot of gold, and there
is no dark plot to deprive students of needed classes. On the
contrary, University President
Dunn. Provost Higginson (as
well as Provost Brockway
before her) and the Board of
Regents have made a concerted
and dedicated effort to keep the
academic mission of the institution always at the forefront
despite unprecedented budget
constraints.
While many other universities are cutting faculty, departments, and even entire colleges,
Murray State has not laid off a
single faculty member despite
only modest tuition increases,
and students continue to
receive the same caring attention from dedicated faculty and
staff that has always made Murray State a special place. These
are accomplishments of which
we should all be proud.
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Cbeets to - the three peo-

Jeers to _ the passing of

ple that showed
up in Hart Thor-

LFO's lead singer
Rich Cronin. All of
those
girls
in
Abercrombie &
Fitch will miss
you, Rich. And so
shall the rest of us.
Jeers to "" th e current

oughbrewed
Cafe We d nesday night and
started to play
fiddles. You guys are the
coolest peo ple around. .Juuu.

Randomly Penciled

No time like the present

It's 3 a.m. Ink is
drying on prints
finished five minutes ago and the
Cheers to Wl:a·l generation ~
pen cil in my hand
not recJay
is twitching as
ognizing
a nd his 100•
marks
are
Colonel
square-foot
scratched
onto
house. W,ho
JWVt v Sanders.
- ' - - - - -.. . . . . .~ heavy
drawing
What is
kn ew
you
Casey
Bradley
P.ape~.
Off
to the
happening to the
could actu ally live in a
Opinion Editor stde ts a half co~world?
space t he size of a kid's
pleted 'To-do' hst
playhouse?
Jeers to ... the
written days ago, the majority of the
pastor planning a
tasks marked off consisting mostly of
Cbeers to - t he
Qpran
burning.
unique interacevery day habits (brush teeth, cat,
Burning books is
walk dog. attend class). And as the
tive l019 t hat
not cool. Bumiug
Google feat ured
seconds tick by. almost at the same
religious text is
on T uesday. Disrate as the mar.ks being made. an 8
even
worse.
tracting and hip.
a.m. class gets closer and closer.
You might say I have a problem
~;th time management. just about
every student you meet admits to
procrastination, it's like the bell-bottoms of our generation, but I'm not
lying when I say 1 have a habit of
putting off tasks. There always seems
unconcerned.
to be other 'things' demanding my
And because tht~ Murray State
attention. Even if I claim not to have
Board of Regents, like all such
enough time to read a novel during a
boards, are chosen largely from
University spending
semester.
I'll somehow find the time
the t:'xecutivc/administrative/
between
classes
or before bed (when
managerial caste of humanity,
According to a report released
I should be doing homework. or
they
can
hardly
be
expected
to
at the end of last spring semester
sleeping).
rock the boat, or, better. the
by the Murray State Faculty Senyacht.
The problem started when I decidate Finance Committee, the UniVery
likely
the
only
reaction,
if
ed
to become. an artist (somewhere
versity administration last year
1
any,
will
be
a
burst
of
public
relaaround
8 years old). I grew up under
spent just under $5 million of stutions
and
marketing
sleaze
that
the
impression
that art students put
dent and state money to prop up
the University administration ' off projects until the last minute,
Murray State's intercollegiate
clothes and promotes the Univerathletic programs: football, basspending sleepless nights locked
sity
in, and the problem will be
ketball. many other types of ball
away in their studios completing
shown not to be a problem at all.
and, almost inconceivably. a fishunder-appreciated masterpieces. As
ing team.
a
child, the idea of a life lived with
Michad S. Miller,
The $5 million is equivalent to
decisions
made on a whim was glamnon·studt•nt from Murray
the yearly in-state tuition paid by
orous. In reality, after living in th is
800 students.
manner for quite some time. I'm
'The report also revealed that in
more than happy to give up the
the 10 years prior to 2009, Murray
lifestyle.
~burning
State's
student
enrollment
So where do I begin? I've tried
increased by 12 percent and the
making
lists of th ings I need to
A
pastor
in
Gainesvillt'.
Fla.
got
number of degrees awarded by 40
put
in
the
national
spotlight
when
accomplish
(throwing in the random
percent. During this time period,
he decided to have a bonfire this
obvious task to lessen the seriousthe faculty was permitted by the
Saturday evening, the 9th
ness) and I always seem to push
administration to struggle up a
anniversary of 9/11. However, the
mere 4 percent, almost all of that
them aside or doodle over the words.
fuel isn't kindling or firewood; it's
increase in lecturer positions.
I always create excuses for why I'm
multiple copies of the Islamic
Meanwhile. the professional nonunable to finish necessary chores or
holy scripture, the Qyran.
faculty full-time employee catetasks.
This comes on the heels of
gory was allowed to ascend by 17
There's just not enough time in the
national debates, protests and
percent and what the report
day,
I'm just too busy, I need an
counter-protests regarding buildterms
the
execuentire
free day in order to clean, etc.
ing mosques in the United States.
tive/administrative/managerial
and
with
my excuse echoing through
most notably the one in New
class granted itself wings to y:>ar a
my
mind,
I push aside ·what needs to
York City, two blocks away from
magnificent 42 percent, mal<ing it
Ground
Zero.
be
accomplished
until later .
a category apparently 10 times
Personally,
I'm
in
favor
of
them
I
came
to
the
realization
recently,
more important to an institute of
converting
the
building
into
a
if
I
kept
pushing
off
the
cleaning
in
higher learning than teachers.
mosque, since it's not actually
What these figures say about
my apartment until I had a "free-day"
Ground Zero they'n• building on,
the reality of Murray State, all can
I would never get around to straightand that the head of the project
dt•ddc for themselves.
ening up my place. In an attempt to
has every right to under the First
For those who see it as an
accomplish all necessary cleaning,
Amendment.
nlmost laughable piece of ncarI'm forcing myself to complete one
We've haJ mosques in the
corruption, the question is. what
or
two partial tasks every day
United States since before the
can be done to rectify the situabetween
classes or work shifts.
Sept. 11 attacks, and no one batted
tion is exposes, and who will do
When
I
make
food. I make sure dishan eyelash before. So why now?
it?
es
get
cleaned
as soon as I'm finished
This latest instance of :xenoMost students cannot be
(full
sinks
are
messy and smelly). As
phobia towards Muslims has me
expected to fully understand the
for
schoolwork,
I have a schedule
convinced
that
many
people
are
implications of the statistics or
wrongly
letting
a
radical
group
drawn
up
in
my
planner
to help keep
certainly, in these complacent
the
whole
of
Islam,
speak
for
me
on
task.
times, to act on them.
which sparks an illegitimate
You reach a point in your life wh en
Faculty members are either too
hatred.
overworked, too apathetic, too
saying "I will do that later" is no
People are trying to turn this
terrorized or too hopeful of
longer an option. In life there are
into
a modern-day Crusade. If
obtaining
execuresponsibilities that require managthey would read a history book,
tive/ administrative/ managerial
ing time wisely. For me, it's time to
they'd probably reconsider,
status themselves to protest very
buckle down, set a schedule and
because the end result is bound to
strenuously.
work efficiently.l can still do as I like
fai l.
The public, who finally foots
on the weekends as long as I get my
the bill for what some of them, if
work accomplished during the week.
N,1than Bertsch.
informed, might call a racket, is
junior from l-lopkins,•ille. Ky.
kept unaware, is mislead or is
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Citizen expresses
concerns about

by Trcvin Holder

Pastor announces
plans

Song of the week:
"My Boys"- Taken By Trees

Contac:t Bradley at cascy.bradlcy@
murraystate.cdu
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Dunn announces new
library, other projects
John Walker
Staff writer
Last w~ek University President Randy Dunn, along with oth·
ers. proposed projects for the next two years to the Capitol Planning Advisory Board.
The presenters, including Tom Denton, vice president of
finance and administrative services, and Kim Oatman, chief facilities ufficer, expressed thl• need for an overhaul in the University's academic buildings and student housing facilities. On the top
of the list is a new engineering and physics complex.
"The Engineering Physics program that we have here really is
a hybrid that you don't fmd in many campuses around the country. We do see it as a point of pride," Dunn said. "There are only
about 20 accredited programs in the country.''
Murray State's Engineering Physics program is accreruted.
Other proposed projects for the University include an upgrade
to the campus electrical systl~m. a new Science Resources and
Sustainability Center and the construction of a Paducah Campus
Regional Facility.
SGA President Kirby O'Donoghue said the University looks to
always benefit students aml their needs.
·•Jf u student is impressed by what you see on campus, it is
going to make a huge differenCL' in how that person sees the University," O'Donoghuc said. "My vision is to see the University
expand out to £m•ct the needs of not only current students but for
potential future students as wdl."
Dunn also expressed th~ University's need for a new 126,000
square foot library to rt•place Lee Waterfield Library on campus.
According to Dunn's presentation, the library·is one of the top 10
worst facilities on campus.
Adam Murray, dean of University libraries, said the current
facilities are no longer compatible with the multimedia and
resources students need.
"What we need is a learnang commons," Murray said. "We
need a place that will bring all the learning services together in
one place."
Murray said the University started developing the idea for a
new facility in the fall of 2008 when the New Library Task Force
was created.
"The vision of this n<>w library is one where students can come
to get help not only with research, but writing and speaking
assistance," Murray said. "We want a place of learning students
can come to outside of the .l ecture hall."
Sarah Kelty, senior from Louisville and a member of the New
Library Task Force, said she thinks the building of a new library
will be good for lhe University.
11 l think the current library is not suited for what students need
on campus," Kelty said. "Plus l have seen the new library (plans)
and it looks amazing.''
A concept design for the new building can be seen in lhe front
lobby ofWaterfield Library.
Kelty said she would like to see a new building that meets the
need for both on-campus nnd off·campus students.
"The new library should be close to all the academic buildings
and accessible to students traveling on foot and in cars," Kelty
said. "This new library is going to be a cornerstone of Murray
State. It should be in a central point for everyone.''
Said Dunn: "We arc committed to moving forward with acreation of :t le:~rning commons. a learning committee and a 21st
cL·ntury academic library."

Contact Walker at john. walkcr@murraystate.cdu.
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Derl'k M•llerllht- News

Three Murray State students chat with each other following the G.R.O.W.informational session Wednesday In the Currls Center Theater.

Women's Center helps local
middle school girls GROW
Reese Hawkins
Contributing writer
T he women ofG.R.O,W. (Growing into
Respected. Outst:lnding Women) convened Wednesday afternoon in the Curris Center Theater for an informational
session L(l discuss plans f\lr the upcoming
school year and to nttmct new students.
The organization's main function is
allowing college women to mentor middle st:hool girls through trllUbles or problems faced.
Tara Cook, senior from Ellwardsvilll!,
Ill., is one of four student coordinators
heading tlH! progr;lm ;It Murray State and
Murray and C<Jilowa)' County middle
schools.
"As a mentor. rou spend your Wednesday or Thursday afternoons getting to
know your little br just hanging out with
them," Cook said. "You could brjng them
to campus for lh1ngs like the step .'>hOw,
or go to the m(lvies or cvl'n go howling."
As a student cnordinator, Cook said
she helps incoming mentors prepare for

possible scenarios and situations they
may encounter.
" In the fall, we spend our sessions
going over things that will help mentors
guide them not to make decisions for
their Iittles. but help them make good
choices and explore for themselves." she
said. "We wane to help them tine-tunc
their (skill sets) before the spring semester when they first meet their Iittles."
G.R.O.W., as outlined by their mission
stmcmcnt. defines a mentor as someone
whu is passionate, committed, rcspunsihlc, c(udidl•nt, motivated and ;111 <~xcel
lent lcadl.'r.
Applicants must have at least a 2.3
GPA. reached sophomore status and be
able to honor a year-long commitment.
Sessions are from 3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
on Wednesdays and ThursJays throughout the school year.
G.R.O.W. looks to expand by helping
students reach out into their local commu nity.
Kirby Feldkamp. sophomore from
Louisville, said that characteristic is what

peaked her interest the most.
"I saw the fliers on campus and
thought It would be a great way to get
involved outside of the bubble that oncampus activ ities sometimes exist in,"
Feldkamp said.
Katie Locke, senior nud student coordinator from Madisonville, Ky•. is enthusiastk about the program's upcoming
school year.
"It's an cxpaiencc you won't soon forget. What most studcms don't expect is
to be growing right alongside their little
as the year p rogresses," Locke said. "And
when you look back, you won't believe
how much you learned from them about
yourself."
The program is currently accepting
applications, d ue Wednesday.
Anyone wanting more information
regarding the G.R.O.W. program is welcome to contact its leaders in 301 Ordway
Hail. at 809-3365 or at msu.grow@
gmail.com.
Contact Hawkins ar reesc.hawkins@

murraystc'lte.edu.

Welcome Back Students!!
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Joe Benson, senior from Beaver Dam. Ky., oazes Into the observatory In Oakley Applied Sciences building where Simon the Sim Man rests. The dummy simulates a real person without any of the real dangers.

Dummy simulates human condition
KatyHolmes
Contributing writer
Students enrolled in pre-medical courses now have access to
a simulation dummy to gain more hands-on experience for their
career paths.
Simon, the Sim-Man, is a simulated patient for medical students on which to practice the skills they learn in the classroom.
Simon and a second dummy, Theodore, have opened up many
opportunities for students.
Simon can talk, has a heartbeat and can have human bodily
functions including seizures and bowel movements. These capabilities allow students enrolled in emergency medical technician
(EMT), nursing, athletic training, pre-phyliical therapy, preoccupational therapy and exercise science courses to experience
a plausible and dangerou~ situation without risking a life.
Simon also bleeds. ~ating him useful to EMT students when
training in scenarios such as car accidents. Nursing students are
able to practice intravenous therapy (IVs) and administer med-

ications. Simon's computer monitor documents if the correct
medication and dose are administered.
Many students and faculty members are excited about the new
edition.
Alyssa Bridges, junior from Paducah, said she is eager to work
with Simon.
"He's going to give students the ability to experience certain
medical issues or problems. So that when they are actually presented a problem, they'll have a background to base the real
thing off of," she said.
Simulator dummies like Simon have also been used in military
training, outdoor recreation classes and speech pathology classes at Murray State.
The simulator can be programmed to have various speech
impediments, enabling speech pathology students to practice
deciphering impediments.
Bridges said she looks forward to practicing medical tasks she
has learned on Simon because of the variety of training opportunities he offers.

"He can lock his jaw, which is weird," she said. "He can have
asthma, which is cool I'm excited that we can practice putting in
IVs.»

Cooper Levering, technical coordinator for health and human
services, is the mechanical guru behind the simulator dummies.
These simulations are set up in a room with two-way mirrors.
On one side of the mirror, faculty members can observe student
reactions to various scenarios. The professor can speak into n
microphone and make the simulator tell the students the
machines are responding or to change the scenario.
Levering said faculty members treat Simon and Theodore like
real people. He said goals for students are to have experience
and success when they enter their professions, as well as an
understanding of vital medial points before they leave school.
Joe Benson, senioJ: from. Beaver D~ Ky., is impressed with
Simon's technical capabilities.
"He is the most advanced dummy I have seen for his purposes," he said. "It's almost creepy how li£e-like he is."
Contact Holmes at kholmcs4@murrayscate.edu.
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Just a Bit Outside

Big Blue Madness _ Literally
Let me just go ahead
and say it. I really don't
understand
national
sports writers' infatuation with Kentucky
basketball. Infatuation ~
may be too weak a
word,
QOW
about
obsession?
Greg
~etc Thamel, a
Waddell
wnter for The New
Sports Editor
York Times, has been
the most vocal, becoming the ringleader
in the center of controversy surrounding '
the IJK basketball program in recent
months.
First, it was Eric Bledsoe and rumors of
alleged academic fraud and now my man
Thamel has placed his target solely on
Enes Kanter's back. Kanter. who supposedly took in excess of $100,000 in benefits 1
from a professional Turkish basketball
team, would forfeit his amateur status if
those allegations prove to be true.
This is my problem with those stories
and others posed by The Chicago SunTimes' Michael O'Brien: a lack of evidence.
Look, I'm fine with people questioning
Coach Cal's recruits and even his tactics.
A lot of times controversy surrounds the
best players because, well, they're the
best. Just look at the top of this year's
class. Enes Kanter, Will Barton, Josh Selby
and others have been under scrutiny for
various reasons.
What I do have a problem with is the
throwing around allegations without any
evidence. I'm not saying Cal's clean, and
I'm not saying he's guilty, but what I am
saying is these writers have no business
throwing him under the bus with little to
no proof.
I've always said UK has gotten the short
end of the stick when it comes to media
coverage, but this isn't what I wanted.
In the situation with Kanter, Thamel
conveniently found himself in Turkey for
the World Championships and decided to
do a little digging.
This is where things get hazy. In the
article, Thamel talks with the Turkish
General" Manager about the benefits and
then suggests (without evidence, mind
you) that Max Ergul. a friend of the Kanter family, is an agent that fostered the
move from Europe to America.
To back this, he mentions a conversation with Rodney Crawford, a newly 1
appointed Assistant Coach at Duquesne,
and the former coach at Mountain State,
where Kanter once attended school, that
placed Ergul in a negative light. The only
problem is Crawford is now telling media
(Kentucky Sports Radio's Matt Jones)
Thamel misrepresented his comments
and used quotes out of context in the
story.
''Max is a great guy and Enes is a great
kid," Crawford told KSR. "Never in a million years would I say something negative
about those guys. The thing I was saying
was that I don't want to speak on Max or
anyone else without talking to them first.
There was nothing negative about it, l just
was saying he was my friend and I didnt
want to talk about him to the press."
What's more disturbing is the fact that
Ehmardt throws a pass against Southeast Missouri State last season.
Senior John Jean-Baptiste makes a play on a RedhaWk defender In last season's loss.
the next quote posed by Thamel was
about a totally different situation.
"He asked me about a totally different
guy that I don't want to talk about and it
was something that was about a completely different situation," Crawford said.
''That quote wasnt even about Max or
Sophie McDonald
coaching and it will be a tough
Staff writer
Kanter and he (Thamel) knows that."
challenge for u.s."
So let me get this straight. Now you've
His strategy includes having a
Lower temperatures, fallen
started a witch hunt and the one guy who
good running attack.
leaves, sweatshirts and blankets:
doesn't have an agenda in the ordeal is
ult's very important that we get
fall is approaching and with that
saying you misquoted him. That seems
some three-and-outs defensively
marks the first home football
like a little bit o( a problem to me.
and offensively get first downs so
game. Playing Southeast Missouri
But it seems to be the least of Thamel's
that we can get into our high
State, both the Racers and the Redworries because in today's age, who needs
tempo offense," Hatcher said.
the truth? Sensationalism sells and whenhawks are looking for their first
Despite the starting rotation,
victory in the OVC opener Saturever you include John Calipari, the man
Hatcher said he will play a lot of
day night at Roy Stewart Stadium.
everyone loves to hate, you have a recipe
guys to \teep the line fresh
After the Racers missed 29 tackfor the perfect storm.
throughout the game.
les in last week's season opener
"We have a lot of guys who play
I'm not saying Thamel is a bad guy and
I hope no one thinks I am, but as writer, I
against Kent State, Head Coach
with a high motor," Hatcher said.
Chris Hatcher said he is pushing
feel he has totally abandoned objective
He acknowledged areas needing
journalism.
development and said preparation
them harder than ever.
When you throw attribution or support"We have to learn to pay the
isn't up to his expectations, but he
ing facts out the door, writing becomes
price during ttie week in order to
still believes that Saturday's game
opinion and to make those claims is borreap the benefits on game day,"
is winnable.
Photos courtesy o{ Tab Brockman
derline defamatory.
Hatcher said.
"We know we have some work
The teamhuddles to discuss an upcomino defensive series against SEMO last year.
to do, and this is the week to fiX it,"
After reviewing the film from
These aren't grown men he is condemnlast Thursday's game, Hatcher said
ing, they are 18-and-19-year-old boys.
Hatcher said. "We work on tackhad to become creative," Hatcher
tough," Barnett said.
he sees areas for improvement.
ling everyday, we run a turnover
Think about that.
said.
Junior free safety Erik Fennell
"With the first game you want to
drill everyday and we work on
I know in college sports, these kids are
Putting emphasis on special
said having fun is on his list of prikeep it simple," Hatcher said. "You
often put on a pedestal and we forget how
running the ball everyday, but we
teams, Hatcher said he made perorities.
old they really arc. My little brother is 18don't want to <.lver complicate
still have to learn how to work at
things, just play at a good pace, but
sonnel adjustments and most of
"The team who has the most fun
years-old and to think a grown man would
the pace I like for us to play."
the starters will be on those teams.
usually wins," Fennell said.
we had to start over thls week
attack him without any evidence whatsoHatcher said he tells his players
Junior running back Dexter BarHatcher said it will be a test.
ever appalls me.
offensively."
three things: "Play hard, have fun
nett said the Racers have been
"SEMO has a good defensive
According 1o Hatcher, those
and expect to win."
As journalists, it is our job to report the
working to prevent missed tackles
line, offensively they're going to
news fairly, responsibly and without malichanges indude repositioning
With that attitude, the Racers
in upcoming games and focusing
want to control the ball and the
cious intent. I hope Mr. Thamel rememfreshman Darrian Skinner from
are sure to show improvement and
on capitalizing on opponents'
quarterback doesn't make many
bers that next time he goes to grab his
cornerback to receiver, moving
confidence in their first home
mistakes," Hatcher said. "SEMO
weaknesses.
running backs out wide and stickpitchfork and torch.
game of the season.
"Our main focus this week
shows more confidence this year
Contact Waddell at gregory. waddell@
ing with the basics.
Contact
McDonald
at
has been playing fast and being
than last year, they have good
murraystate.edu.
''These are temporary fixes; we
smcdonald3@murraystate.eclu.

Areturn to Stewart Stadium has never looked so good
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The Great Outdoors

Feast or famine?
I have to admit
that early fall,
when
Mother
Nature
cannot
decide whether to
remain in a sum·
mer pattern or to
switch to crisp fall
weather, makes for
Steve
tough times in the
Miller
woods and on the
water.
Outdoor columnist
It is a time of transition. and your success rate can swing as much as the dif~
ferent variations from day-to-day temperatures.
On the water, fall fishing can be fast
and furious or downright frustrating.
Schooling fish can be found in the back
of bays and creeks as they follow the
mignlting schools of paitfish from de~p
to shallow water. Often, predator fish
will congregate on large flats and violently harass large schools of prey.
Some days it seems like you catch a
fish on every cast, and. on others. nothing in your tackle box will appeal to the
fish's silver tongue. If you throw all
combinations of lures in your cackle box
and still come up empty, it may be time
to rethink your approach.
lnvariably. there arc days when noth·
ing in our tackle boxes can compete
with huge schools of roaming shad in
the area.
Realize that sometimes you cannot
compete with Mother Nature's offerings
and change your gamcplan accordingly.
This may include abandoning the
schooling fish for rogut! fish in ambush
patterns in deeper water or heavy cover.
Sometimes it will take a great deal of
work to get the fish to cooperate. and
other limes will be like taking candy
from a baby.
Trial and error and constant adjustment to the conditions separate the consistent anglers from 't he flash in the pan
·anglers during the fall transition.
The feast or famine outcomes also
carry into the early season deer woods.
If you did some scouting, you arc more
likely to see a feast of good results. but if
you show up to your stand still hung in
the same Location as last year, deer
sightings may be short in number. If
there is one word that expresses deer
behavior before the rut, it is predictable.
Do not confuse predictable with effort~
less, though.
Bucks will travel together in virtual
serenity and does will be with their
fawns. With rutting behavior non-existent, food, water and shelter are what
motivate early season deer movement.
Deer are very predictable this time of
year. and with a little homework, their
movements throughout the day can be
patterned to a tee.
Even though the weather may be cooling off, mid-day highs can reach the
upper 80s. Tbis rneCins deer will be moving at night to avoid the heat. Dming the
day, they will bed in the cool shade of
the woods and fields with cover such as
grass or standing corn. With this in
mind, you can devise your plan of attack
to best fit deer behavior.
As the sun starts to set, deer will begin
to stir and get up to feed and drink. You
want to find a good trail connecting bedding areas to food and water sources.
The same strategy can be used in the
morning. Hunting early and late will
yield the mosl deer. Place a stand over a
trail and intercept deer as they move
from bedding to feeding areas and vice
versa.
During the day. your best bet may be
to stalk bedding areas. This can be
extremely tough because you are going
to the deer and they are not coming to
you. This means that quiet movement.
scent control and stealth arc very
important. You will have no chance if a
deer sees you before you see it. Stalk
cool areas that give the deer shelter
from the heat.
While the fall transition can be tough
for a hunter or angler to pattern his
query, it is still one my most beloved
times of year.
- Whether you hunt. fish. bike or perform any outdoor activity, fall provides
a choice setting. The weather is comfortable and the scenery is beautiful.
Like the deer, fish and other animal$, fall
is our last chance to prepare for the
hardships of the winter season.
Contact Miller at steven. miller@
murraystate.edu.
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No. 22 Georgia at
No. 24 South Carolina
SEMO
at Murray State
No. 17 Florida State
at No. 10 Oklahoma
No. 12 Miami (Fla.)
at No. 2 Ohio State
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Dylan Stinson

rootball Correspondent
Last week: 3-3
Season record: 3·3

Guest: Randy Dunn
U'Mrsly A'esDrt
Last week: 5-l
Season record: 5-l
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The golf teams play at the Wasioto Winds Golf Club In Pineville. Ky., next week, marking the first regular season action since the Racers' OVC wins last year.

Fall season on the horizon
WUI Cartwright
Staff writer
The four major championships of the PGA
Tour are officially complete and the summer
golf season is coming to an end. But for the
men's golf team the fall is only the beginning of
its season.
The brisk weather which is just around the
comer will hopefully !ipur the defending Ohio
Valley Champs to another successful year.
The championship tournament at Grcystonc
Golf Club in Dickson. Tenn., is not until April.
but tournaments like the one the Racers play in
next wet·k will prepare the Racers physically
and mentally for the season ahead of them.
"I really try to get our line-up set by the end
of the falL and when we start the spring we
pretty much have our five guys who we think
that arc going to be ready for the OVC tournament." said Coach Eddie Hunt.
The team begins the :;cason next week at the
Wasioto Winds Golf Club, which .is located in
Pineville, Ky. Hunt believes this will be a nice
tournament for the team after a strenuous
qualifying last month. Hunt admits that the
line-up for the year is not totally set ret.
"We have an inexperienced team, but there
might be a little shake--up of the line-up

l
l

led by Newcomb who shot 65 and 70 for<~ combined 135. Newcomb eventually took second
place in the event after losing in a sudden
death playoff. Other players in the tournament
included Ford (73-7Q:zl43). Hunt (72-73.:145),
senior Grant Price (74·75=149), Thompson (7476=150) and sophomore Tyler Brown (8078=158).
Wasioto Winds Golf Club, whcrl' the Racers
play Monday and Tuesday. is 7,037 yards from
the championship tees and is a par 72 course.
It boasts a course rating of73.9 and a slope rating of 137, Wasioto Winds originally opened in
2001, making it a fairly new course.
The course was designed by Michael Hurdzan, a professional golf architect who has
built numerous courses including Devil's Pulpit and Devil's Paintbrush. which were named
the Best New Course in Canada in 1991 and
1992, respectively. lronkally. it was the course
where Carrico played his tirst collegiate match
his freshman year.
The Racers play in the Cardinal Invitational
at the University of Louisville's Cardinal Club
before they return home to host the Murray
State Invitational on Oct. 4 and 5 at the Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
Contact Cartwright at william.cartwright@
murrayscate.edu.
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throughout the year," Hunt said.
Th~ young Racer squad is being leJ by
Owensboro. Ky., native and senior Cameron
Carrico who shot a 219 in last year's OVC
Championship at the Greys tone Golf Club.
"I expect Cameron to have a great year this
year and be one of the best players in the con·
ference," Hunt said.
Other important members of the team
include sophomore "Patrick Newcomb, who
shot a 223 in last year's OVC championship,
and senior Hunter Ford, who fmished second
at the Sea Trail lntercollt~giatc Tournarncnt
last year with a 214.
The Racers honed their golf skills this sum·
mer in var.i ous tournaments across the state.
Two members of the team, William Hunt
and Travis Thompson, made the cut at the
AT&T Kentucky State Amatl'llr Championship
lit Gibson Bay Golf Club In Richmond, Ky.
Hunt shot 74, 76 and 72 totaling 222 for the 54·
hole tournament and placing 54th. Thompson,
who placed 7lst, shot 71. 77 and 77 totaling a 225
for his scorecard.
In July, a group of Murray State golfers
played in the Pepsi-Super Value Irvin Cobb
Golf Championships at the Paxton Park Golf
Club in Paducah.
During the two-day event the Racers were

:
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official calls a game can g<1 along way in
dcterming how succesful you artJ. Every
umpire in basel:>all has a different strike zone.
just like evcrr referee in basketball has a different vk·w on what kmd of contact consti·
tutes a foul ,
I remember a friend of
mine talkmg about .different oftidating styles prc~unt in college. He is a
Louisville filn so his ar~·u
ment come tournament
time. was that the physical
play in thl' Big East uiJ not
lend itsdf to a team's bendit.
\\'hereas they battled
tiercely in conference pl:ly
and were rarely c:11l~J f11r
a foul. OI\Cl' they steppl'J
foot into a game with n clif·
ferent ofl1cials they were
at an almost immediate ,,hsadvanragc.
That extra wrinkk• would be n.:gnkd if any
play could be revicw~·J nnd an vhjccliv;.: g,wenting t>ody delermmed wh.il was fait nr foul.
All in ull, the qu{·stion IS ..1 very impurtant
one that will unJnubtedly be :tddrcss..:d in the
near futun:.
l think the issue is one that c:an b1~ reprt<·
Sl.'nted from either side successfully. A~ for
me though I tend to favor the current st}'lc.
With the mle in effcl't being n1l instnnt
replay :u.•ros!: the ho;ml, I bcliew the hurucn
of prouf lies on Drt•w's plate (Thanks Dr.
Qualls).
I'll end with this: thmk ab0\11 the 1975
WorlJ St~ries when Carlton fisk of the Bost11n
Red Sox tlropp~·d a bumb iu the 12th inuing of
Game 6 against the Big Ret! Maclunc.
As the h!lll wns irt the air. str..:akiug tov.,trds
the foul pole it seemed as if he willed the
homerun fair. Game uvcr, the Red Sox win.
Now imagirtc the play is revi<'\Vl'd ami
ruled foul. It just doesn't feel right, does it?
That's my puint.

I don't know why l <Ull arguing this. In ~~II
honest)'. l'Vcry time I hear this llrgumcnt
brought up on ESI'N, I want to throw a brick
tllrough my TV screen (but then I wouldn't
haven TV anymort:-, so I restrain).
_
II rt•ally is simple: with the

, Sh0uId aII

Let me just start off by say.ing I know this

isn't ~• popular opinion. That said, I will stand
behind my view that professi6nal sports don't
necessarily need instant replay.
In my opinion. the lack of instant replay is
what makes the game so memorable. Th~
added human element is something that
~houldn't be stripped because it makes tbfugs
so unpredicatblc. Think about Sllme of rhc
most memorable moments io sports history.
The play .tgainst Stanford stands out to me
in part be~;ause Cal latcraled the ball all over
the field. If we go back and review tht· play
and one lateral is a forward pass, there gnes a
classic.
I'm sun.' my colll-ague will mention
moments like the Annandll Gallarap;a perfect
game and World Cup and those are valid
points. but J still disagree.
In my opinion football and baseball are two
o( the only sports instant replay can be used
limitessly. This is possible because of the
stop-and-go nature of tht! sports. Players do
more standing around than anything.
Soccer and basketball are different be~ause
the action is constantly moving. It would dis·
mpt flow of the game 1t1 give the conches that
kind of cmJLrol.
Plus it adds an extra d)•namic to the game.
One of th~ most interesting things I remember from my playing Jays was lc:trning how
to combat different umpires you f<t<.:c.
For anyone that bas played sports. how fast
one can determine the parameters of how 3ll

l Sports
I

have
.Instant
replay?.

type of technolo~,.y in existence. how can profession:il
:.ports leagues not want to usc
instant mplay?
Before I start, though,ll'l's
look at what seems to bl' the
btggest argument against
using instant repl.ty.

Over anJ over, television
pundits, along with the CXl'Cuti\'es of the leagues that
' haven't switched, remind all
II
of us with thdr infinill'
knnwk·dgc hmv using technology to aid in tlH~ assistarKc
of any athletic ,•vent will
damage the integrity?
My fnvurite k·aguc to listen to tor these arguments Is Mnjor League Baseball. The Ml.B con·
tinunlly refers back to how they don't want to
implement more technology because it will
damage the jntcgrity while also sluwly leave
the origins of the game behind.
llovl' tlw MUt but come on.
How can you damage the inrcgrit}' of the
spon th.'lt has seen time and again their former
supcrst:1rs caught cheating, and then instead of
confe.ssin~, lying under oatb tu the United
St ah~s govt.•rnment?
Keep m m.ind, l think that thl' U.S. Congn:ss
calling Mark McGwire and the rest of the
steroid superstars to testify seems like a waste
of time, but that's a whole othet· argument.
The MI.H are kidding themselves if they
think a change from the origins of the game is a
bad thing. u· the MI.B still kept ils original
"rules 11f the game," well there wuuld be no
African·Amoricans playing baseball and nollne
would be using ghwcs (because lbc gamt~ was
playell bareh3lldcd originally}.

MI.B is a game of adapting to the society
around it; it is now time to adapt again.
1 do not want to sit here and harp only on the
MLH been use. th,:y arc not alone, but I am most
familiar with bascl,all, so ir is easier to argue.
The other sport that needs this change as much
as baseball. if not more, is international soccer.
I( you think thl' MI.B is snrbborn. you shouiJ
look nt FIFA.
At least the MLB has acted somewhat proac·
tivcly by giving the umpires the ability to
review homcmns by instant rt·play; FlFA has
nol addcJ anything.
Before the WoriJ Cup, there was a blatanl
handball in a gnme between France and JreJand. The handball h::d to a goal for Francc,
putting lhcm in the World Cup. and climin:\t•
ing lrl'land. Because the referees did not sel·lt.
the goal counted ;"IS a legal onl' and the result
remain.''
I think having a game decided my human
error, instead of lhc actual results is ludicrous.
Evtm in ihc MLB, Armand1) Gall<~ragll lost a
p1•rfect game with two outs, in the bottom of
the ninth when the first base umpire ca1Ied the
nmner !:afc when video evidence showed he
was dearly out.
Both of these arl~ huge mistakes tha~ could
have been prevcmed. Entry inlo the World Cup
anJ a perfect game were both decided on by u
rcferl'l! anJ an umpire.
Humuns make· mistakes, its who we are:
vidct, l~vidcnce docs not, that should be cvi·
dencc enough to switch over.
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Festival serves up cool treats
Abby Horrell

its to come out and try to win for the best ice cream."
Adults can purchase a spoon for $5 to sample all of
the flavors then vote for their favorites. Children
under 10 are $1.
What is the perfect summer treat? Perhaps one that
takes you back to being a kid and makes you forget
Some students are eagerly awaiting this ice cream
frenzy.
your troubles? It is ice cream of course!
The 11th annual Murray lee Cream Festival is today
"'I am not from around here so I have never heard of
and Saturday. The event takes pl.ace every year at
the festival before," Maddie Pleimann, freshthe end of the summer.
.....-~~~~-........ man from Waterloo, Ill., said. "But l am
willing to go try a bunch ofice cream
Purity Ice, located in Paducah, sponsors the festival
and see if they have my favoritewhich brings in a huge
cookies and cream!"
crowd by offering a mulThe ice cream festival is
titude of flavors of ice
making some changes this
cream.
year. including the loca"last year they served
tion.
over 7,000 people," said
"The festival used to be
Deana Wright. program
at the park but they wantdir<:ctor of Murray Main
ed a change this year,"
Wright said. "So Purity
Street. "Everyone left with a
full stomach and smiles on
Ice decided to move the
location to the downtown
their faces."
Not only are there tons of
Court Square. They wanted
to change up the venue and
ice cream flavors to taste, but
there are also other activities
atmosphere to attract more
people to enjoy and get
going on.
"During this event there is someinvolved in the festival"
Other new changes this year include
thing for everyone to enjoy," Wright
.said. "There will be live music broadcasted
the amount of ice cream the vendors are
by local radio stations, inflatables for the children to
bringing with them. They have also decided to
serve ice cream for a longer period of time.
play in and racccar simulators."
"They are bringing with them four freezers full of
Kick-starting the festival this year is the Rotary
Scoopcr Bowl. a competition to see who can make the
ice cream this year," Wright said. "They have also
best homemade ice cream.
decided to serve ice cream from noon until 5 p.m. (on
"11tc University Book and Bean is sponsoring this
Saturday), which is an hour longer than they have
event," Wright said. "It's geared toward non-profit
done in previous years."
What will Wright be sampling? Her favorite, chacoorganizations. The contenders will bring their favorite
late mint.
recipes, make their ice cream and then people will get
The event is highly anticipated. so grab your spoon
to vott~ on their favorite ice cream. Our winner will
and be prepared to please your sweet tooth!
receive $1,500. Second place will get $1,000. Third
Contact Horrell at ahorrelU@murraystate.edu.
place will get $500. So it's really good for the non-profContributing writer

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

• Rotary Scooper Bowl homemade
ice cream contest Adults: $5;
Children: St 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.

• Music, magician. face painting,
Nascar simulator and more:
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

• Wristbands can be purchased for
$10 for unlimited use on inflatables,
rock wall and more.

·Free Purity Ice Cream:
noon to 5 p.m.

GraphiCs by Chris Ph111ips!The News: Ice Cream Festival logo courtesy o( Facebook
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Movie Review- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

'Machete' stabs politics in the guts
Assistant FeatureH Editor Cody

Photo courtesy oi moviecarpet.corn

Machete stops an unfavorable political movement in Its tracks with the power of his scowl. Also, a metric ass·load of knives.
just be a cheap, sort of crappy film.
However, the gimmick really works
to enhance the movie, working
hand-in-hand with lhe other clements.
The plot centers on Machete
(Danny Trejo), a former Mexican
Fedcrale {sort of like the CIA
blended with the DEA and with a
dash of the Texas Rangers). His
family is destroyed in front of his
eyes. He escapes Mexico and cntt•rs
the United States illegally. In short
order ht! gets caught up in a series
of events that S(:rve to highlight the
shortcomings of U.S. immigration
policy and also allow him to murder
the hell out of like 50 people.
r sort of tried to gloss over that,
but I now think it hears repeating.
This gory, bloody orgy of violence
and also orgies. at its core, centers
on a surprisingly intelligent discourse on the inherent assumption~
and flaws of U.S. immigration policy.
Rl)driguez definitely has some·

thing to say. However, he also
can immigration policy. The movie
seems to tmdcrstand that on the
is definitely worth seeing. lt's a fun
surf:1ce what he has to say is incredcinematic experience, but you
ibly boring. So, he drcssl~S it up. He
could probably get away with waitthrows as much blood, guts and
ing inr the DVD.
brcnsts at it as he can and still stay
"Machete" is rated R for strong
under an NC-17 rating. Warning:
bloody violence throughout, lanthere is definitely an instance of
guage, some sexual content and
labium in the movie. It's a quick
nudity and has a runtime of 105
flash, ncar the heginning, hut thert.•
minutes.
arc definitely labia on the screen.
Contact Arant at cody.arant@
1t is pretty easy to get caught up
murraystate.edu.
in the aforementioned sex and violence. And, to be honest, the more
politically charged moments arc
interspersed throughout the film. In
fact, the movie docs a fairly decent
job of gettin~ the point across without getring too insanely preachy. .It
was a razor-thin line to walk, but
Rodriguez managed to, for me. sucCl'Ssfully walk it.
Interesting and t:ngaging visuals,
Zero stars: Save your cash
a solid (if at time~ slightly mudill\!d) __Ont! star: Only ifyou're_bored
plot ami ridiculous, over-t he-top
Two stars: Wait for the rental
action and sex disguise a surprisThree stars: See it immediately
ingly intelligent critique of AmeriFour stars: A future classic

This week's new releases
nailallle T•sday
DVDs
Cis
..

Editor's pick

~~ "Glee: The Complete First

Season··
• "Letters to Juliet"
,. "Prince of Per$ia"

CheckIt out at thH,ditlno-room.cq~n.

Photos and Information courtC$y ¢1 amazon.com
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Somewhere, in the
TV creation studios
in the sky, a creator is
trying to put together
a new series.
From h is black top
hat he removes the
flrst scrap of paper,
scrawled handwriting
revealing the first plot
Charlotte point of the fJlrn.
Kyle
Cheerleaders.
Features Editor
Now,
he
says,
scratching his long,
majestic beard. Who shall play these
scantily-clad college students with perfectly-toned abs and flawless hair, even
after a grueling routine?
He turns to the hat again, removing
another tom slip.
Former Disney girls? Well, that'll be
different.
Now all we need is someone to finance
this, and it's ready for CW glory.
The last piece of paper is slowly
drawn, and the creator lets out a loud
chuckle. Let's keep it in the family, he
says to himself, as he reads off the name:
The CW's Superman himself, Tom
Welling.
This is the only possible way I can fi~
ure they came up with the new series,
"Hellcats," which premiered Wednesday
at 8 p.m. CDT.
The show stars Aly Michalka as Marti,
a smart, athletic, rebel law student who
goes to the fancy football school Lancer
University on an academic scholarship.
When she loses that scholarship, Marti is
forced to find an alternative scholarship.
This coincides with an open spot on the
fiercely competitive cheerleading squad,
the Hellcats, who just found themselves
with an injured flyer.
Thank goodness Marti used to do gy~
nastics and she constantly bikes everywhere because she's poor, green and athletic, huh?
Marti's foil is Savannah, played by the
adorably brunette Ashley Tisdale, best
known for her work as "High School
Musical" princess Sharpay Evans.
Savannah is a spunky, peppy. upbeat
cheer captain, fueling the squad with
positivity. Only the Tiz could deliver the
line, "I also have markers!" with complete preciousness. It's nice to see her
trade in the sparkly pink ensembles for
classy sundresses.
The pilot was weak, but I'm still completely pumped for this show. Maybe
part of it ~~ause I'm a total sucker for
teen
d ramas
and
cheerleadlng
shows/movies, but a larger part comes
from the fact that the show clearly has
potential.
1 look forward to seeing these characters interact. They aren't exactly enemies
- Savannah doesn't seem like she couid
hold any hate in her tiny little body - but
they do have a dynamic that will be interesting to watch unfold.
I'm also a sucker for the male leads,
former "One Tree Hill" actors Robbie
Jones and Matt Barr. Jones traded in his
basketball jersey for a cheerleading uniform, while Barr's former-psycho persona is no more, instead replaced with a
down-to-earth personality as Marti's
"he's only a friend" sidek ick.
(Let's not even make the connection of
how Peyton-esque the Marti character is,
right down to the faux goldilocks.)
If the show gets rid of the awkward
biking montages and the really awkward
tumbling transitions? It might just work.
Contact Kyle at charlorte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.

Hard

Medium

Easy
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Sometimes you really have to wonder what •
QOing throuoh a rnovle executiVets head •When
they were making the movte you're watdJnO,
That's where The EdltlnQ Room comes ln.
The site provides brutally honest aiH'fctcJ*I
scripts of all the movies you love or lOve to hatt.

• Brandonflowers - "Flamingo"
• Kamelot ... ,.Poetry for the
Poisonel'
• Linkin Park - ..AThousand Suns"

Channel Surfing

Let's go, Hellcats

Arant writes the movie r~views.
Once upon a time, there were
places of magic and wonder called
"grindhouses." These were seedy
movie theaters in crappy parts of
town that played bad movies.
"But how do you define bad?
That's such a subjective tenn.Somc
would say 'Star Wars,' clearly the
greaLest work of cinema in the history of the medium, is bad."
Touche, imaginary reader. Allow
me to define bail. Nobody making
these movies cared the slightest bit.
The cameraman was there to make
a quick huck, and he didn't know
anything about using a camera. The
director just wanted to churn out as
many movies as he could, as quickly as he could. The writers were
drawing on pulp magnzines for
inspiration to pump out a::. many
cheap thrills as they could in the
runtime of a movie.
This utter apathy extended to the
theaters themselves. The movies
would frequently wind up spooled
incorrectly so that the reels were
shown oul of order. The film would
get damaged, warping the entire
movie or shifting the colors. Sometimes. the tilm would slip off the
reel and everything would veer offscreen. and if patrons were lucky
(or unlucky, depending on how the
movie was going) it would get flxed
within minutl!s.
Now, filmmakers spend hundreds
of thousands of dollars to achieve
those same effects and call the ftlms
"artistic." And you know what? I'm
not saying they're wrong.
"Machete" is the latest offering
from Robert Rodriguez and an
expansion of om:' of the fake trailers
shown with the "Grindhouse" double-feature. The ftl.m showcases
Rodriguez's love of grindhouse
flicks.
The movie works to look lowbudget. Frames are dropped, there
is very little visual continuity from
shot to shot and there are several
iru;tances of cheesy elements popularized during the grindhouse era,
like a split-screen view of an action
sequence.
It's difficult to say if l_would llke
the movie as much without the nouveau grindhousc feel. Taken without the gimmick, the movie would
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Last Week's Solution

Create and solve rour
Sodoku puzzles for FREE.
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Art project encourages local participation
Anna Taylor
Staff writer
Everyone has their own way of expressing themselves
through mediums like dance, music, writing and painting.
Tonight. students and rhe Murray community have the opportunity to freely express themselves through poetry, quotes or
any form of an in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery. Censorship will
be used if necessary.
Messages from Murray is a community art project that allows
anybody to express themselves on a box, palette or 2-by-4
board.
Mel Ziegler organized the project. Ziegler is an internationally recognized artist whose art is centered on community and
site-specific projects. He often researches certain communities
and identifies certain cultural or social aspects particular to the
area and the people who live there. He then develops a project
that is a collaboration with the people who Jive there, said Mary
VanWassenhove. director of university gallery.
.. For Messages from Murray. (Ziegler) is interested in the fact
that Murray is a rural place that also has a manufacturing and
distribution center," VanWassenhove said. "He ha$ been working with local m~nufacntrers and distributors who have provided generous material support through the donation of hundreds

Let's celebrate

www.shogumurray.co-:n

270-761-SGUN(7486),

Lunch:

706 N. 12th Street, Murray, KY 42071 (JC Penny Mall)

Everyday ll atn - 2pm
Mon- Thu 4:00pm -9:00pm
Fri -Sat 4:00pm - 10:30ptn
Sun 4:00pm - 9:00pm

ecial occasions!

Lunch Hibachi starting at $6.75
Best Sushi and Fine Dinning & Hibachi

Open seven days a week.

Dinner:

of shipping boxes. palettes and 2·by-4s."
University Book and Bean, Briggs and Stratton, Pella Windows, Sportablc Scoreboards nnd South Eastern Book Company have also donated supplies.
The exhibit starts tonight with an opening reception and will
last through Oct. 10. Anyone can contribute to the project by
writing or drawing on the materials. The reception is from
6 p.m. to 8 p.m. and includes light refrec;hmcnts.
"The gallery will be transformed into a month-long creative
writing workshop," VanWassenhovc said. "All of the materials
are going to be placed in the gallery and the idea is thnl we will
have a bunch of workshop stations set up in Lhe gallery with
tables. markers and pens and have aU of the shipping materials
in the middle of the gallery. No work will be on the wall when
• the exhibition begins. As people come in and write messages on
the boxes, we will be st01rting to put the boxes on the walls.''
At the end of the show, the boxes, wood );lats and palettes
will be given back to the respective manufacturers. from there,
the businesses will usc lhc materials as they normally would.
Any art submitted on these mediums could be used or shipped
across the community or e\'en the nation.
The art deQartment cnCogJ]!gCs cvefYonc to visit the gallery
and share their message(s) wilh Murray.
Contact Taylor at ataylor2@murraystate.edu.
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JAPANESE STEAK & SUSHI

10%0FF
Any llunch item
Expires Oct/1/10
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JAPANESE STEAK & SUSHI

10%0FF
Any 1 dinner item
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Expires Oct/01/10
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